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DOES TEAM BUILDING
REALLY WORK?

 

 

Yes
Fiona Tayler, corporate events manager of TeamSport:

“Team building away days should be a crucial consideration for any

business that is looking to improve the communication and overall morale

of its employees.

Off-site activities create the perfect opportunity for co-workers to become

more motivated as a group, and can even help to break down any political

and personal barriers that they may have.

Many clients often feedback to us on how these corporate events can give

them a clear understanding and new perspective of their employees on an

individual basis, as well as the company as a whole, often seeing a huge

improvement in team productivity and working relationships as a result.”

No
Rob Briner, professor of organisational psychology at the University of Bath:

“It may have some small short-term effects but in general it doesn’t do

much unless it’s based on building really specific skills or knowledge that

are directly relevant to the performance of the team. 

Read more

https://www.hrmagazine.co.uk/content/news/does-team-building-really-work


77% Indian Employees Fed Up With Work
From Home; 65% Employees Wish To

Return To Office! 

Read more

https://www.hrmagazine.co.uk/content/insights/why-culture-is-critical-in-the-post-covid-world


WHY IS CULTURE IS
CRITICAL IN THE POST-
COVID WORLD?
 Author: Mark Bevans

Post-COVID, your company culture will make the
difference between surviving and thriving. So now

really is the time to look at it in depth.
 

It’s now something of a cliché to say that
coronavirus has changed everything. But like all

clichés, it has a core of truth. It’s not just changed
where we work and how we work, but

fundamentally altered how we look at the world
and, for many of us, challenged us to re-assess

what really matters in life.
 

As we gradually return to the office or to hybrid ways
of working; shops, restaurants, bars and cafes re-open
and as we look forward to the possibility of booking a
late Summer getaway, we are all moving forward, even

if only a few small steps at a time.
 
 

Read more

https://www.hrmagazine.co.uk/content/insights/why-culture-is-critical-in-the-post-covid-world


7 Ways Artificial
Intelligence Is

Reinventing
Human Resources

 

HR  reporting confidence in AI
integration

Candidate resumes on smart
digital forms

Understanding employee
referrals

Data-backed resources and
insights

AI-backed chatbotskeep
engagement conversations

going
Boosting learning and

development programs 
Leveraging transactinal

workforce data
Read more

https://www.cmswire.com/digital-workplace/7-ways-artificial-intelligence-is-reinventing-human-resources/


"Assumptions about
language that many
people think are
'common sense' are
rooted in arbitrary
and subjective
preferences rather
than linguistic
reality"

Employers know all too well the risk of a discrimination claim, particularly

because of the myriad ways employees are protected.

Discrimination based on the language an individual speaks or doesn’t speak (or

the fluency with which he or she speaks it) may not sound like one of the

protected classes you’re familiar with, but it can be illegal. Essentially, language

discrimination is a type of national origin discrimination.

 On accents 
Like language in general, employers may not take accents into account unless
they would seriously interfere with job performance. For instance, an accent
might matter if an employee worked in a role devoted to customer service
and didn’t speak clearly enough to be understood. Note that a customer
having to ask for clarification or for the employee to repeat himself or herself
occasionally would not seriously interfere with job performance.
An accent could also create a problem when employees needed to
communicate with one another to ward off dangerous situations. However, in
most cases, an employer could establish acceptable communication methods
to ensure an accent did not create confusion in safety-related situations.
Other employees might have to get used to a coworker’s accent or
occasionally ask him or her to repeat or explain, but such adjustments
wouldn’t seriously interfere with job performance.

DOES HR HAVE

 AN ISSUE WITH 

ACCENT BIAS?

https://www.bizjournals.com/bizjournals/how-to/human-resources/2017/11/language-discrimination-is-a-real-issue-here-s-how.html
https://www.hrgrapevine.com/publications/magazine/april-2021/does-hr-have-an-issue-with-accent-bias
https://www.hrgrapevine.com/publications/magazine/april-2021/does-hr-have-an-issue-with-accent-bias




HR HUMOUR



A Mindmapping

workshop to train

students for GDPI was

conducted by the HR

committee 

Talk session with Mr Suman Thakur

“ Head-Strategic Business Unit “  at

ROCHE. An astute professional with

around 20 years in Chronic Care, Critical

Care, Specialty Care & Infectious Disease

business in pharma, consumer health and

medical device in global Health Care

MNCs like Novo Nordisk, Pfizer, BMS, J&J

and ROCHE.

 

In this pandemic, where everyone is required

to eat healthily and stay healthy, JAGSOM's

PR & Media Committee came up with a

'Breakfast Challenge' where everyone was

required to post a picture of their healthy

breakfast.
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